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1. Introduction10

The main idea of this paper originates from the observation of the statis-11

tical distribution of the frequency in real-world systems. Figure 1 shows the12

histogram of frequency measurements acquired from the Irish power system13

during one week with a sampling ratio of 0.1 seconds. This figure shows that14

frequency is actually not equal to the synchronous one for most of the time,15

[1].16

This situation may jeopardize the security of the system if a failure in a17

generating unit happens when the frequency is under its nominal value. In18

fact, this has become more and more an issue due to the high penetration19

of renewable energy resources in current power systems. In this sense, the20

increase of renewable production in the WECC system has been identified21

as the major cause of shortage of Primary Frequency Control (PFC) after22

contingencies, [2]. Moreover, it has been observed a reduction of the available23

amount of PFC in the US Eastern Interconnection from 37.5 MW/mHz in24

1994 to 30.7 MW/mHz in 2004, [3]. With this regard, the European Par-25

liament and the Council stated, through the so-called Clean Energy for all26

Europeans package, that electricity markets need to be improved to meet the27

needs of renewable energies, [4]. Furthermore, in this package, the following28

risk sources have been identified in the short-term operation of power sys-29

tems: i) the uncertainty associated to unplanned outages of power plants,30

ii) the variation of the demand, and iii) the variability of the production of31

energy from renewable sources, [5].32

In this paper, we analyze the influence of considering explicitly pre-33

contingency steady-state frequency deviations in the operation of a power34
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system by formulating and solving a security-constrained unit commitment35

problem that takes into account both demand and intermittent power uncer-36

tainties as well as frequency fluctuations and unplanned outages of generation37

units.38
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Figure 1: Histogram of the frequency of the Irish system from the 16th to the 22nd of
December 2016.

A significant effort has been dedicated to study how to schedule simul-39

taneously energy and reserve in power systems with high presence of in-40

termittent power units. In this regard, [6] presents a security-constrained41

unit commitment algorithm in which a generation redispatch is considered42

for satisfying wind power variabilities in different scenarios. Reference [7]43

proposes an electricity market-clearing algorithm in which unit commitment44

and reserve needs are computed using a stochastic programming approach.45

In [8], a combined approach based on stochastic programming and a novel46

reserve quantification method is proposed. Reference [9] presents a two-stage47
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stochastic programming problem for determining the reserve requirements in48

power systems with a large penetration of wind power. Reference [10] pro-49

poses a stochastic unit commitment formulation especially tailored for power50

system dominated by concentrating solar power plants and wind power units.51

The interested reader is referred to [11] for a complete review of stochastic52

unit commitment models. The operation of small and isolated power systems53

has been also analyzed in detail. For instance, the authors of [12] propose a54

risk-averse stochastic unit commitment for isolated power systems. Reserve55

requirements in isolated power systems are explicitly considered in the unit56

commitment formulation provided in [13]. A novel procedure to calculate the57

maximum wind power penetration in an isolated power system is presented58

in [14].59

Several studies that focus on the unit commitment problem with fre-60

quency regulation constraints have been carried out in the last decade. The61

conventional approach on this topic is to take into account the effect of con-62

tingencies on frequency variations in order to determine the needs of reserve.63

With this aim, [15] considers the steady-state variation of the frequency fol-64

lowing the contingency, whereas in [16] and [17] the constraint is based on the65

frequency nadir during the transient. Both methods need to take into account66

with various levels of approximation the power-frequency droop characteris-67

tic of the frequency control. A multi-period security-constrained economic68

dispatch model considering frequency stability constraints is developed in69

[18]. Reference [19] presents a mixed-integer linear formulation for the unit70

commitment problem considering that the frequency has to be greater than71

a lower limit in the event of a contingency. In the same vein, [20] provides72
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a novel formulation for the unit commitment problem that accounts for fail-73

ures of generating units and optimizes their droop coefficients for supplying74

primary frequency regulation. The usage of battery energy storages for fre-75

quency regulation in isolated power systems is studied in [21]. The frequency76

provision service by battery storage systems and electric vehicles has been77

studied in [23] and [24], respectively. Finally, a literature review on possible78

sources of non-synchronous fast frequency reserve is provided in [25].79

A common feature of all papers cited above is that the frequency before80

the occurrence of the contingency is assumed to be equal to the nominal81

synchronous frequency. From the observation of Figure 1, however, we note82

that the value of the frequency is different from its nominal value (50 Hz)83

most of the time. This figure shows that the probability of experiencing a84

frequency greater than 50.05 Hz in the analyzed period is 16.6%, whereas85

the probability of the frequency to be less than 49.95 Hz is 9.0%. Hence, in86

this paper, we propose a novel approach where this fact is taken into account87

as a part of the scheduling problem. We then consider different scenarios88

according to the probability that the frequency is higher or lower than the89

synchronous one and solve the unit-commitment problem taking into account90

the effect of the primary frequency control.91

In particular, the paper focuses on the short-term operation problem from92

the perspective of the system operator, considering a planning horizon span-93

ning 24 hours. To avoid load shedding actions related to high variations94

of the frequency, it is of interest to take into account the participation of95

generating units in the frequency regulation service when deciding the com-96

mitment of the units. Additionally, the N-1 security criterion is imposed to97
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ensure that there is no violations of the frequency limits if a single gener-98

ating unit is removed from the system. Specifically, we formulate and solve99

a security-constrained stochastic unit commitment model to determine the100

day-ahead scheduling accounting for the modeling of the frequency under101

normal operating conditions. The proposed scheduling model is formulated102

as a two-stage stochastic programming problem. The first stage represents103

the day-ahead scheduling, while the second stage describes the multiple oper-104

ation conditions that result from the uncertainty associated with (i) demand,105

(ii) renewable power output and (iii) steady-state pre- and post-contingency106

frequency of the system. It is important to emphasize that the resulting107

post-contingency frequency is not input data, but an output of the proposed108

model. The resulting problem is formulated as a large-scale mixed-integer109

linear programming problem. Although the proposed model can be used in110

large power systems, its application is of special interest for small-size power111

systems, which are more exposed to large frequency deviations.112

The main contribution of this paper is a quantitative approach to evaluate113

the influence of the variability of the steady-state pre-contingency frequency114

in the day-ahead energy and reserve scheduling of a small-size power sys-115

tem. To perform this analysis, a linear formulation modeling the PFC of the116

generating units considering frequency deviations under normal operating117

conditions and after generating unit failures is proposed. This formulation is118

included in the stochastic unit commitment problem, which has been finally119

formulated as a two-stage stochastic programming problem that is solved us-120

ing an iterative algorithm. Additionally, a realistic case study based on the121

isolated power system of Lanzarate and Fuerteventura in Spain is out to test122
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the proposed procedure. The simulations performed in the case study reveal123

how the modeling of the steady-state pre-contingency frequency deviations124

in the day-ahead scheduling reduces the total expected costs in a large ma-125

jority of the analyzed days, cuts down the unserved demand, and reduces the126

probability of experiencing high frequency deviations after contingency.127

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the128

modeling of the PFC service and of the system frequency. Section 3 presents129

the mathematical formulation of the proposed security-constrained unit com-130

mitment model. Section 4 provides and analyzes a numerical case study, and131

Section 5 includes some relevant conclusions.132

2. Rationale behind Frequency Variations133

The main objective of the frequency regulation of a HV transmission134

system is to maintain the balance between the power produced by the gen-135

erators and the power consumed by the loads at the rated frequency. To136

avoid large excursions of the system frequency following a disturbance, say137

∆PD, a PFC is included in every power plant capable to provide primary138

frequency regulation. Roughly speaking, this consists in a transfer function139

Gf (s) that takes as input the rotor speed error εΩ, i.e., the difference between140

the synchronous speed Ωref and the instantaneous machine rotor speed Ω and141

imposes to the machine the required mechanical power ∆Pg to reduce such142

a frequency error.143

Standard turbine governor transfer functions Gf (s) do not perfectly track

the frequency and, thus, εΩ 6= 0 in steady-state. Assuming per unit quantities

∆Ω = ∆f , where ∆f is the variation of the frequency of the system. Then,
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for a given unit g, the steady-state characteristic of the PFC is given by:

∆f = −Rg∆Pg (1)

where ∆Pg and Rg are, respectively, the variation of the power output and144

the droop of unit g. Equation (1) is for a single machine. The system droop145

is given by:146

1

R
=

1

PN

∑
g

PN,g
Rg

(2)

where PN,g is the nominal capacity of unit g and PN =
∑

g PN,g is the total147

capacity of the system. Neglecting losses, and according to (2), the frequency148

variation in steady state for a net load deviation ∆PD is:149

∆f = −R∆PD (3)

from where it can observed that the frequency variation in steady state only150

depends on the parameter R and the variation on the total electrical power151

demand ∆PD.152

In most large interconnected systems, the secondary frequency control153

or automatic generation control (AGC), is utilized to remove the frequency154

steady-state error due to the PFC through an appropriate rescheduling of155

generating units. To ensure stability, however, the AGC is much slower than156

the PFC. This leads to the fact that, for a considerable amount of time, the157

frequency of the system is actually not the synchronous one.158

The system frequency can be measured and characterized afterwards us-159

ing standard statistical techniques. In this way, the frequency distribution160
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can be discretized so that a frequency value and a probability is assigned161

to each discretization point. For example, Figure 2 provides two different162

7-point discretizations of the frequency under normal operating conditions.163

Figure 2a corresponds to a bimodal distribution, whereas a unimodal distri-164

bution is characterized in Figure 2b. Note that the bimodal distribution of165

the frequency has been observed in systems with non-automatic secondary166

frequency control, [1].167

3. Formulation168

3.1. Decision-Making Framework169

In this paper, we consider a market clearing procedure in which the170

scheduling and dispatch of energy is performed in a two-step procedure. This171

type of clearing procedure is especially tailored for power systems with a high172

penetration of intermittent units [11]. The main advantage of co-optimizing173

simultaneously energy and reserve capacity is that it is possible to determine174

a day-ahead schedule that is flexible enough to accommodate effectively the175

volatility of loads and intermittent power outputs. We assume that the unit176

commitment and the scheduling of energy and spinning reserve capacity are177

determined in the day-ahead market. We also consider that this reserve ca-178

pacity is dedicated to deploy the operating reserve used to follow deviations179

of intermittent production and demand.180

When electricity is physically delivered, the real-time dispatch is per-181

formed to determine the reserve deployments needed to counter possible de-182

viations from the scheduled energy quantities. At this time, the PFC is also183

performed if short-term net load fluctuations occur. Additionally, it is also184
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(a) 7-point discretization of the frequency characterized by a bimodal normal
distribution with parameters µ1 = 49.975, µ2 = 50.025 and σ1 = σ2 = 0.025 Hz.
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(b) 7-point discretization of the frequency characterized by a unimodal normal
distribution with parameters µ = 50 and σ = 0.025 Hz.

Figure 2: Frequency distribution discretization.

considered that if an unexpected failure occurs in a generating unit, all com-185

mitted and dispatchable units must provide PFC in order to maintain the186
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system frequency within adequate levels.187

From a mathematical point of view, the day-ahead market clearing de-188

scribed above is a security-constrained stochastic unit commitment formu-189

lated as a two-stage stochastic programming problem in which the first-stage190

represents the day-ahead market, while the second-stage represents the real-191

time dispatch.192

Three uncertain parameters are considered in this problem, namely: i)193

hourly intermittent power production, ii) hourly system demand and iii)194

steady-state frequency fluctuations. These uncertain parameters are charac-195

terized as stochastic processes which can be discretized into a set of scenarios196

[26]. Each scenario is a plausible realization of the stochastic processes. Dif-197

ferent scenario generation procedures for modeling these uncertain param-198

eters are provided in [27]. The failures of generating units are modeled by199

means of a set of possible contingencies, where each contingency has associ-200

ated an occurrence probability. The decision-making process described above201

is provided in Figure 3.202

Finally, since this paper is dealing with a day-ahead scheduling problem,203

the transient behaviour of the frequency is not modeled and only steady-state204

values are considered.205

3.2. Notation206

The notation used in this section is provided below. Symbols referring207

to parameters and variables are denoted using capital and lowercase letters,208

respectively. Note that two scenario indices are used: index ω refers to sce-209

narios modeling system demand and intermittent power production whereas210

index ξ refers to scenarios modeling pre-contingency frequency values.211
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Minimization of total expected cost considering: 

-Day-ahead energy market 

-Reserve capacity market 

-Balancing market 

-Post-contingency operation 

Day-ahead scheduling  

problem 

-Production cost offers

-Reserve capacity cost offers 

-Reserve deployment cost offers

-Demand scenarios 

-Intermittent production scenarios 

-Off-nominal frequency scenarios 

-Set of contingencies 

-Unit commitment schedule 

-Day-ahead energy schedule

-Reserve capacity schedule 

 

Inputs 

Outputs 

Figure 3: Procedure flowchart.

Indices and sets212

c/C Index/set of contingencies213

g/G Index/set of generating units214

Gn Set of generating units located in bus n215
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GD/I Set of dispatchable/intermittent generating units216

G
D/I
n Set of dispatchable/intermittent generating units located in bus n217

GF Set of dispatchable generating units capable to provide PFC218

`/L Index/set of transmission lines219

LO
n Set of lines whose origin bus is n220

LF
n Set of lines whose destination bus is n221

n/N Index/set of buses222

t/T Index/set of time periods223

ω/Ω Index/set of scenarios used for modeling demand and intermittent power224

availability225

ξ/Ξ Index/set of scenarios used for modeling the pre-contingency state fre-226

quency227

ΞOS Set of out-of-sample scenarios used for modeling the pre-contingency228

state frequency229
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Variables230

c
U/D
gt Scheduled up/down reserve capacity in the day-ahead market by unit231

g in period t232

c
SU/SD
gt Startup/Shutdown cost of unit g in period t233

pD
gt Power scheduled in the day-ahead market by unit g in period t234

pG
gtω Power generated by unit g in period t and scenario ω235

pG,PC
gtωξc Variation of the power generated by unit g in period t and scenarios ω236

and ξ in post-contingency state c237

pG,∆
gtωξ Primary reserve output of unit g in period t and scenarios ω and ξ238

pGS,F
gtωξ Forced power spillage of intermittent unit g in period t and scenarios239

ω and ξ240

pL,D
`t Power flow resulting from the day-ahead schedule in line ` and period241

t242

pL,RT
`tω Power flow resulting from the real-time dispatch in line `, period t and243

scenario ω244

pUD
ntω Unserved demand in the real-time dispatch in bus n, period t and245

scenario ω246

pUD,F
ntωξ Unserved demand resulting from the primary frequency control in bus247

n, period t and scenarios ω and ξ248

pUD,PC
ntωξc Unserved demand resulting from contingency c, in bus n, period t and249

scenarios ω and ξ250

14



r
U/D
gtω Deployed up/down scheduled reserve in the real-time dispatch by unit251

g in period t and scenario ω252

vgt Binary variable modeling the commitment of unit g in period t, being253

equal to 1 if the unit g is on line, and 0 otherwise254

∆fPC
tωξc System frequency variation in post-contingency state in period t, sce-255

narios ω and ξ and post-contingency state c256

∆ftωξ System frequency variation in pre-contingency state in period t and257

scenarios ω and ξ258

θD
nt Voltage bus angle resulting from the day-ahead schedule in bus n and259

period t260

θRT
ntω Voltage bus angle resulting from the real-time dispatch in bus n, period261

t and scenario ω262

Parameters263

C
CU/CD
g Up/down reserve capacity cost offer of unit g264

CD
g Production cost offer of unit g in the day-ahead market265

C
DU/DD
g Deployed up/down reserve cost offer of unit g266

CGS,F Cost of forced intermittent power spillage267

C
SU/SD
g Startup/Shutdown cost parameter of unit g268

C
U/D
max,gt Upper limit of scheduled up/down reserve by unit g in period t269
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CUD Cost of unserved energy270

O`/F` Origin/Destination bus of line `271

PD,D
nt Power demand in the day-ahead market in bus n and period t272

PD,RT
ntω Power demand in the real-time dispatch in bus n, period t and scenario273

ω274

PD,∆
S,tωξ Unexpected variation of the net system demand in the real-time dis-275

patch in period t and scenarios ω and ξ276

PG
max,g Capacity of unit g277

PG
min,g Minimum power output of unit g278

PG
su/sd,g Startup/Shutdown ramp limit of unit g279

PG
up/dw,g Ramp-up/down limit of unit g280

P L
max,` Capacity of line `281

Rg Parameter used to determine the droop of generating unit g282

U I,D
gt Availability of intermittent unit g in the day-ahead market in period t283

U I,RT
gtω Availability of intermittent unit g in the real-time dispatch in period t284

and scenario ω285

UPC
gc Availability parameter that is equal to 0 if outage of unit g occurrs in286

contingency c, being 1 otherwise287

X` Reactance of line `288

16



∆fmax Maximum system frequency variation allowed289

πω Probability of scenario ω290

ρξ Probability of scenario ξ291

τc Probability of contingency c292

3.3. Security-constrained stochastic unit commitment formulation293

The mathematical formulation of the security-constrained stochastic unit294

commitment problem is provided below. The proposed model differs from295

traditional security-constrained unit commitment models in the sense that296

energy and up and down reserve capacities are co-optimized in the first stage.297

This type of scheduling is appropriate for those power systems with a high298

penetration of renewable units [22]. If energy and reserve capacities are299

simultaneously optimized, it is possible to determine a day-ahead schedule300

that is flexible enough to effectively accommodate the uncertain and variable301

power output of intermittent units. This scheduling problem is formulated302

as a classical two-stage stochastic programming problem in which the first-303

stage represents the day-ahead market, while the second-stage represents the304

actual energy deployment in which uncertain parameters are revealed and305

reserves are deployed.306

MinimizeΘ∑
t∈T

∑
g∈G

(
cSU
gt + cSD

gt + CD
g p

D
gt + CCU

g cU
gt + CCD

g cD
gt

)
+
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∑
ω∈Ω

πω
∑
t∈T

( ∑
g∈GD

(
CDU
g rU

gtω − CDD
g rD

gtω

)
+

∑
n∈N

CUDpUD
ntω +

∑
ξ∈Ξ

ρξ

(∑
g∈GI

CGS,FpGS,F
gtωξ +

∑
n∈N

CUD

(
pUD,F
ntωξ +

∑
c∈C

τcp
UD,PC
ntωξc

)))
(4)

307

Subject to:308

(Startup and shutdown costs)309

cSU
gt ≥ CSU

g (vgt − vgt−1) , ∀g ∈ GD,∀t ∈ T (5)

cSD
gt ≥ CSD

g (vgt−1 − vgt) , ∀g ∈ GD,∀t ∈ T (6)

cSU
gt ≥ 0, cSD

gt ≥ 0, ∀g ∈ G,∀t ∈ T (7)

(Reserve capacity scheduling)310

0 ≤ cU
gt ≤ CU

max,gtvgt, ∀g ∈ GD,∀t ∈ T (8)

0 ≤ cD
gt ≤ CD

max,gtvgt, ∀g ∈ GD,∀t ∈ T (9)

(Power limits of generating units in the day-ahead market)311

PG
min,gvgt ≤ pD

gt ≤ PG
max,gvgt, ∀g ∈ GD,∀t ∈ T (10)

0 ≤ pD
gt ≤ U I,D

gt P
G
max,g, ∀g ∈ GI,∀t ∈ T (11)
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(Power ramps of the units in the day-ahead market)312

pD
gt − pD

gt−1 ≤ PG
up,gvgt−1 + PG

su,g (vgt − vgt−1)

+ (1− vgt)PG
max,g, ∀g ∈ GD,∀t ∈ T (12)

pD
gt−1 − pD

gt ≤ PG
dw,gvgt + PG

sd,g (vgt−1 − vgt)

+ (1− vgt−1)PG
max,g, ∀g ∈ GD,∀t ∈ T (13)

(Power flow constraints in the day-ahead market)313

pL,D
`t =

1

X`

(
θD
O`t
− θD

F`t

)
, ∀` ∈ L,∀t ∈ T (14)

−P L
max,` ≤ pL,D

`t ≤ P L
max,`, ∀` ∈ L,∀t ∈ T (15)

(Power balance in the day-ahead market)314

∑
g∈Gn

pG
gt −

∑
`∈LO

n

pL,D
`t +

∑
`∈LF

n

pL,D
`t = PD,D

nt , ∀n ∈ N,∀t ∈ T (16)

(Reserve deployment in the real-time dispatch)315

0 ≤ rU
gtω ≤ cU

gt, ∀g ∈ GD,∀t ∈ T,∀ω ∈ Ω (17)

0 ≤ rD
gtω ≤ cD

gt, ∀g ∈ GD,∀t ∈ T,∀ω ∈ Ω (18)

(Power limits of generating units in the real-time dispatch)316

pG
gtω = pD

gt + rU
gtω − rD

gtω,

∀g ∈ GD,∀t ∈ T,∀ω ∈ Ω (19)
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PG
min,gvgt ≤ pG

gtω ≤ PG
max,gvgt,

∀g ∈ GD,∀t ∈ T,∀ω ∈ Ω (20)

0 ≤ pG
gtω ≤ U I,RT

gtω PG
max,g,

∀g ∈ GI,∀t ∈ T,∀ω ∈ Ω (21)

(Power ramps of generating units in the real-time dispatch)317

pG
gtω − pG

gt−1,ω ≤ PG
up,gvgt−1 + PG

su,g (vgt − vgt−1)

+ (1− vgt)PG
max,g, ∀g ∈ GD,∀t ∈ T,∀ω ∈ Ω (22)

pG
gt−1,ω − pG

gtω ≤ PG
dw,gvgt + PG

sd,g (vgt−1 − vgt)

+ (1− vgt−1)PG
max,g,∀g ∈ GD, ∀t ∈ T,∀ω ∈ Ω (23)

(Power flow constraints in the real-time dispatch)318

pL,RT
`tω =

1

X`

(
θRT
O`tω
− θRT

F`tω

)
, ∀` ∈ L,∀t ∈ T,∀ω ∈ Ω (24)

−P L
max,` ≤ pL,RT

`tω ≤ P L
max,`, ∀` ∈ L,∀t ∈ T,∀ω ∈ Ω (25)

(Power balance in the real-time dispatch)319

∑
g∈GD

n

(
rU
gtω − rD

gtω

)
+
∑
g∈GI

n

(
pG
gtω − pD

gt

)
−
∑
`∈LO

n

(
pL,RT
`tω − p

L,D
`t

)
+
∑
`∈LF

n

(
pL,RT
`tω − p

L,D
`t

)
+ pUD

ntω

= PD,RT
ntω − PD,D

nt , ∀n ∈ N,∀t ∈ T,∀ω ∈ Ω (26)
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(Pre-contingency frequency regulation constraints)320

0 ≤ pG,∆
gtωξ ≤ −

1

Rg

∆ftωξ,

∀g ∈ GF,∀t ∈ T,∀ω ∈ Ω, ∀ξ ∈ Ξ, ifPD,∆
S,tωξ ≥ 0 (27)

− 1

Rg

∆ftωξ ≤ pG,∆
gtωξ ≤ 0,

∀g ∈ GF,∀t ∈ T,∀ω ∈ Ω, ∀ξ ∈ Ξ, ifPD,∆
S,tωξ ≤ 0 (28)∑

g∈GF

pG,∆
gtωξ +

∑
n∈N

pUD,F
ntωξ −

∑
g∈GI

pGS,F
gtωξ = pD,∆

S,tωξ,

∀t ∈ T,∀ω ∈ Ω,∀ξ ∈ Ξ (29)

0 ≤ pGS,F
gtωξ ≤ PG

gtω,

∀g ∈ GI,∀t ∈ T,∀ω ∈ Ω, ∀ξ ∈ Ξ (30)

(Post-contingency frequency regulation constraints)321

0 ≤ pG,PC
gtωξc ≤ −

1

Rg

∆fPC
tωξc, ∀g ∈ GF,∀t ∈ T,

∀c ∈ C, ∀ω ∈ Ω,∀ξ ∈ Ξ, ifUPC
gc = 1 (31)

PG
min,gvgt ≤ pG

gtω + pG,∆
gtωξ + pG,PC

gtωξc ≤ PG
max,gvgt,

∀c ∈ C, ∀g ∈ GF, ∀t ∈ T,∀ω ∈ Ω,∀ξ ∈ Ξ, ifUPC
gc = 1 (32)

pG
gtω + pG,∆

gtωξ + pG,PC
gtωξc = 0, ∀c ∈ C, ∀g ∈ G,

∀t ∈ T,∀ω ∈ Ω,∀ξ ∈ Ξ, ifUPC
gc = 0 (33)∑

g∈G

pG,PC
gtωξc − p

UD,PC
ntωξc = 0,

∀c ∈ C, ∀t ∈ T,∀n ∈ N, ∀ω ∈ Ω,∀ξ ∈ Ξ (34)

−∆fmax ≤ ∆fPC
tωξc + ∆ftωξ ≤ ∆fmax,

∀c ∈ C, ∀t ∈ T,∀ω ∈ Ω,∀ξ ∈ Ξ (35)
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The objective function (4) formulates the expected costs considering startup322

and shutdown costs, generating costs associated with the day-ahead market,323

up and down reserve capacity costs, up and down reserve deployment ex-324

pected costs, and load shed and forced wind spillage expected costs.325

Constraints (5)-(7) model the startup and shutdown costs. Constraints326

(8)-(9) establish the limits of the reserve capacities that can be provided by327

each unit. It is considered that those units defined as intermittent units,328

(g ∈ GI), are not able to provide reserve services. The power limits of the329

generating units are established by constraints (10) and (11). Observe that330

the power production of intermittent units is bounded by the availability331

factor UR,D
gt which value ranges between 0 and 1. The power ramps of gener-332

ating units in the day-ahead market are formulated by constraints (12) and333

(13). Constraints (14) and (15) formulate the line power flows in the day-334

ahead market. The power balance in the day-ahead market is established by335

constraints (16).336

The deployed up and down spinning reserves are bounded by constraints337

(17) and (18), respectively. Constraints (19) compute the total power gen-338

erated by each dispatchable unit as the sum of the power committed in the339

day-ahead market and the reserve deployments in the real-time dispatch.340

The power limits of conventional and intermittent power units in the real-341

time dispatch are established by constraints (20) and (21), respectively. The342

power ramps of generating units in the real-time dispatch are expressed by343

constraints (22) and (23). Constraints (24) and (25) are used to compute344

the resulting line power flows from the real-time dispatch. Constraints (26)345

establish the power balance in the real-time dispatch.346
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Constraints (27)-(30) are proposed to model the PFC of the generating347

units under normal operating conditions in the pre-contingency state. A gen-348

erating unit can provide PFC only if it is committed, i.e. vgt = 1, and its par-349

ticipation depends on i) the droop of the unit, Rg, and ii) the pre-contingency350

frequency variation, ∆ftωξ. Constraints (27) are referred to the case in which351

a positive net load power fluctuation occurs. Net load power fluctuations are352

modeled by parameter PD,∆
S,tωξ, which is equal to the product of the inverse of353

the system droop R times the frequency variation considered in each scenario.354

In this case, a committed generating unit g will increase its power output a355

quantity pG,∆
gtωξ within the interval 0 ≤ pG,∆

gtωξ ≤ − 1
Rg

∆ftωξ. Analogously, nega-356

tive net load power fluctuation are considered by constraints (28). The power357

balance in the frequency regulation service is formulated through constraints358

(29). Note that the net-load deviations can be compensated by i) the PFC359

of the generating units (pG,∆
gtωξ), ii) the load shedding (pUD,F

ntωξ ) and the forced360

intermittent power spillage (pGS,F
gtωξ ). Finally, the upper and lower bounds to361

forced wind spillage are established by constraints (30).362

The PFC in the post-contingency states is formulated by constraints (31)-363

(35). Post-contingency states are indexed by c ∈ C. The state referred364

as c = 0 indicates a post-contingency state where all committed units are365

at usage. The rest of states, c > 0, are used to characterize contingen-366

cies representing single failures of generating units. To that end, parameter367

UPC
gc ∈ {0, 1} is used to model the availability of generating units. In this368

manner, UPC
gc is equal to 0 if unit g suffers an unexpected failure in post-369

contingency state c. On the contrary, if UPC
gc = 1, it is considered that unit370

g is available in post-contingency state c. Considering this, constraints (31)371
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and (32) are used to bound the increment of the power output of those com-372

mitted units that do not suffer contingencies. Conversely, constraints (33)373

enforce that committed units that suffer a contingency must decrease their374

power production a value equal to its power output in the pre-contingency375

state. Constraints (34) establish the power balance in the post-contingency376

state. Finally, constraints (35) establish bounds to the frequency variations377

in the pre- and post-contingency states.378

The main difference of formulation (4)-(35) with respect to other models379

is that off-nominal frequency variations in the pre-contingency state are ex-380

plicitly considered through constraints (27)-(30). Additionally, the impact of381

pre-contingency frequency variations on the system frequency resulting after382

each considered contingency is formulated through constraints (31)-(35).383

Observe that the large computational size of problem (4)-(35) avoids to384

solve it directly in real case studies using commercial solvers. For this reason,385

the solution procedure described in [24] is applied. This procedure is based386

on the fact that there exists a minimum set of contingencies over which it387

is sufficient to solve problem (4)-(35) to achieve the same solution than that388

obtained by solving the original problem, [28]. Therefore, it is possible to use389

an iterative procedure to solve the original problem (4)-(35) incorporating390

successively those contingencies that cause the greatest load shed in each391

iteration. The solution algorithm comprises the following steps:392

• Step 0: Initialization. The set of active contingencies is initialized,393

including the no-contingency scenario.394

• Step 1: Problem (4)-(35) is solved considering only the active set of395

contingencies. Since a reduced number of contingencies is considered,396
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the optimal objective function resulting from solving the problem with397

the active set of contingencies constitutes a lower bound of problem (4)-398

(35). Note that this problem is much faster to solve than the original399

problem since only a subset of contingencies is considered.400

• Step 2: Problem (4)-(35) is solved considering the full set of contingen-401

cies and fixing the first-stage variables to the optimal values obtained402

in Step 1. Note that this problem is easy to solve because first-stage403

variables are fixed. The optimal objective function of this problem404

constitutes an upper bound of problem (4)-(35).405

• Step 3: Convergence checking. The difference between the lower and406

upper bounds computed in Steps 1 and 2 is checked. If this difference407

is smaller than a specified tolerance, the solution procedure stops, the408

value of the objective function of problem (4)-(35) is equal to the upper409

bound, and the solution corresponds to the first-stage decision variables410

obtained in Step 1. If not, the set of active contingencies is updated411

adding the contingency that causes the greatest load shed and the412

algorithm returns back to Step 1.413

We refer the interested reader to [24] for further details about this solution414

procedure.415

4. Numerical results416

The model proposed in Section 3.3 has been tested on a realistic case417

study based on the isolated power system of Lanzarote and Fuerteventura418
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(LZ-FV) belonging to the Canary Islands, Spain. Detailed information about419

this power system can be found in [12].420

4.1. General input data421

The power system considered comprises 8 lines, 25 thermal units, 5 wind422

units and 8 solar photovoltaic (PV) units. We assume that wind and PV423

power units are intermittent units, whereas the rest of units corresponds to424

dispatchable units that can participate in PFC. The technical characteristics425

of generating units are described in [12]. The load shed and forced wind426

spillage costs are equal to e5000/MWh.427

All dispatchable units have a regulation droop of 5%, with a system nom-428

inal frequency of 50 Hz. The maximum allowed frequency variation is indi-429

cated afterwards for each solved instance. The frequency of the system is430

assumed to follow a bimodal distribution with parameters µ1 = 49.975, µ2 =431

50.025 and σ1 = σ1 = 0.025 Hz and it has been discretized using three points432

with values {49.956, 50.000, 50.044} and probabilities {0.17, 0.66, 0.17}, re-433

spectively. Observe that the proposed procedure allows to use any frequency434

distribution. The forced outage rate of thermal units is 3%. A system droop435

equal to 24.9 MW/Hz has been considered to compute the net demand vari-436

ations associated with the frequency deviations in each period.437

Based on the Lanzarote-Fuerteventura power system data for May 15th438

of 2015 [29], an initial set of 200 scenarios is generated to model system439

demand values as well as wind and solar PV power availabilities. This set440

has been reduced up to 10 scenarios using the fast forward scenario reduction441

algorithm presented in [30]. The resulting scenarios of demand, wind and442

solar PV availabilities are represented in Figure 4. The initial set of scenarios443
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is depicted using light blue color, whereas dark blue color denotes the selected444

scenarios.445
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Figure 4: Scenarios.

4.2. Results446

For the sake of comparison, two different models are considered:447

• Model SCSUC+FD: This model corresponds to the proposed security-448

constrained stochastic unit commitment problem (4)-(35).449

• Model SCSUC. This model does not consider pre-contingency frequency450

deviations in the day-ahead market scheduling, and it is equivalent to451

model SCSUC+FD without frequency regulation constraints (27)-(30)452

and enforcing pG,∆
gtωξ = 0 and ∆ftωξ = 0.453

454
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In favor of comparing fairly the goodness of both models, an alternative set455

of 100 scenarios for modeling pre-contingency frequency deviations has been456

generated to perform an out-of-sample analysis. In this manner, all deci-457

sions corresponding to the unit commitment, day-ahead energy and spinning458

reserve capacity and energy scheduling variables are fixed to the optimal val-459

ues obtained using the initial set of scenarios. Afterwards, each of the 100460

scenarios is evaluated to determine the PFC decisions considering frequency461

deviations and unit contingencies.462

The performance of models SCSUC+FD and SCSUC is analyzed by solv-463

ing four different cases. These cases are built using two values of the max-464

imum frequency variation, ∆fmax = {0.50, 0.25} Hz, and two values of the465

renewable penetration factor (RPF) installed in the system, RPF= {1, 5}.466

The value of ∆fmax = 0.50 Hz considered in this case study is the maxi-467

mum steady-state frequency deviation allowed in countries as Ireland or UK.468

Moreover, ∆fmax = 0.25 Hz is the maximum steady-state frequency deviation469

allowed by the Spanish system operator under normal operation conditions470

in non-mainland power systems, such as the system considered in this case471

study. The case RPF=1 considers the actual installed capacity of wind and472

solar PV units in 2015. On the other hand, case RPF=5 considers 5 times the473

capacity of wind and solar PV units indicated in 2015. All cases are solved474

applying the iterative procedure indicated in Section 3.3 and using CPLEX475

12.2.0.1 under GAMS on a Linux-based server with four 2.9 GHz processors476

and 250 GB of RAM. The iterative process used to solve the problem stops477

if a relative error smaller than 0.1% is achieved.478

Table 1 provides the resulting expected costs from solving the 4 cases479
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described above. The total expected cost is broken down into the following480

terms:481

• Startup cost: SU =
∑

t∈T
∑

g∈G c
SU
gt .482

• Shutdown cost: SD =
∑

t∈T
∑

g∈G c
SD
gt .483

• Day-ahead energy cost: DA-E =
∑

t∈T
∑

g∈GC
D
g p

D
gt.484

• Day-ahead reserve capacity cost: DA-R=
∑

t∈T
∑

g∈G
(
CCU
g cU

gt + CCD
g cD

gt

)
.485

• Real-time cost: RT=
∑

ω∈Ω πω
∑

t∈T

(∑
g∈GD

(
CDU
g rU

gtω − CDD
g rD

gtω

)
+486 ∑

n∈N C
UDpUD

ntω.487

• Post-contingency cost: PC=
∑

ω∈Ω πω
∑

t∈T
∑

ξ∈ΞOS ρξ

(∑
g∈GI CGS,FpGS,F

gtωξ +488

∑
n∈N C

UD

(
pUD,F
ntωξ +

∑
c∈C τcp

UD,PC
ntωξc

)))
. Note that post-contingency489

costs, PC, are computed enforcing the obtained scheduling variables in490

the 100 frequency scenarios that are generated out-of-sample.491

We observe that the sum of all pre-contingency costs, SU+SD+DA-492

E+DA-R+RT, in the proposed model SCSUC+FD is higher than that ob-493

tained from model SCSUC in all analyzed cases. This higher cost is com-494

pensated in most of the cases by a smaller post-contingency expected cost495

in SCSUC+FD. It is also observed that the post-contingency costs grow as496

the frequency deviation limits decrease and the renewable capacity increases.497

We notice that the decrease of the day-ahead energy costs (DA-E) caused498

by increasing the penetration of renewable energies is much smaller if a tight499

frequency limit is enforced (∆fmax = 0.25 Hz) and frequency deviations are500
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considered in the pre-contingency state. For instance, if RPF=5, decreasing501

∆fmax from 0.50 to 0.25 causes that the day-ahead energy costs increase 8.1502

and 5.5% for SCSUC+FD and SCSUC models, respectively. Note that the503

post-contingency costs are always smaller when the model SCSUC+FD is504

used.505

Table 1: Expected costs (ke)

∆fmax RPF Model SU SD DA-E DA-R RT PC Total

(Hz) (pu) (ke) (ke) (ke) (ke) (ke) (ke) (ke)

0.50

1
SCSUC+FD 23.83 0.56 621.87 3.64 0.17 1.06 651.13

SCSUC 23.83 0.56 622.42 3.66 -0.25 4.47 654.69

5
SCSUC+FD 19.74 0.45 436.10 4.71 1.37 0.63 467.09

SCSUC 19.47 0.43 435.50 4.76 1.47 6.03 467.66

0.25

1
SCSUC+FD 23.39 0.51 624.42 3.64 0.75 2.71 655.42

SCSUC 24.06 0.48 623.98 3.76 0.13 8.61 661.02

5
SCSUC+FD 24.42 0.77 471.30 2.61 20.43 4.63 523.57

SCSUC 23.78 0.70 459.49 3.39 6.01 21.74 515.11

Table 2 provides the probability of the frequency to be equal to its lower506

limit when the failure of less costly thermal unit (unit 6) occurs. Note that the507

failure of this unit has been selected because it is committed in all periods508

of the considered planning horizon in all analyzed cases. This table also509

shows the expected unserved demand considering all contingencies. On one510

hand, it is observed that the probability of the deviation of the frequency to511

be equal to its lower limit increases significantly as the frequency deviation512

limit decreases. It is also noted that this probability is much lower when513

the model SCSUC+FD is used. As the renewable penetration increases,514

two opposite effects can be observed. First, since part of the production of515

conventional units is replaced by the additional renewable power production,516

the failures of conventional units have associated a smaller amount of lost517

energy. In other words, the failure of a unit working at 50% of its capacity518
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is, a priori, less harmful than the failure of the same unit working at 100% of519

its capacity. Besides, as the renewable power capacity increases, the number520

of power units able to provide frequency regulation decreases. This implies521

a reduction in the power system ability to respond to frequency variations.522

Considering the above, Table 2 shows that, if unit 6 fails, the probability523

of experiencing a frequency deviation equal to the limit decreases as the524

renewable penetration increases. The reason explaining this result is that525

the production of unit 6 is reduced as the renewable production increases.526

Therefore, if unit 6 fails, the energy that has to be supplied in the primary527

response by the rest of units to supply the lost generation decreases and,528

therefore, the probability of experiencing a frequency deviation equal to the529

limit is also reduced. In the case of the total expected unserved demand,530

if model SCSUC is used, we observe that its value increases significantly as531

the renewable power capacity increases. However, when model SCSUC+FD532

is used, the expected unserved demand moderately increases (∆fmax = 0.25533

Hz) or even slightly decreases (∆fmax = 0.50 Hz). Finally, observe that the534

expected unserved demand is much lower when the proposed model is used.535

Table 2: Post contingency results

∆fmax RPF Model P(∆fPC
tωξ6 = −∆fmax) Expected unserved demand

(Hz) (pu) (%) (MWh)

0.50

1
SCSUC+FD 3.4 0.21

SCSUC 6.8 0.89

5
SCSUC+FD 1.4 0.13

SCSUC 2.2 1.21

0.25

1
SCSUC+FD 7.3 0.54

SCSUC 15.0 1.72

5
SCSUC+FD 5.1 0.93

SCSUC 5.4 4.35
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4.3. One-year case study536

In this subsection, a yearly economical appraisal of the results provided537

by the proposed formulation is carried out. For each day, 10 demand, wind538

an solar PV scenarios are generated on the basis of the actual data reported539

for 2015. As described in Section 4.1, 3 values of frequency in the pre-540

contingency state are considered. The resulting scheduling is tested in an out-541

of-sample set of 100 frequency scenarios for each analyzed day. In this case,542

SCSUC+FD and SCSUC models are tested for ∆fmax = 0.5 and RPF=1.543

The obtained results are represented in Figure 5. Figure 5a provides544

the total expected cost per day obtained from the SCSUC+FD model. For545

the sake of clarity, daily values in all subfigures of Figure 5 are increasingly546

ordered. Figure 5a represents the daily expected total cost in SCSUC+FD547

model. The average daily expected cost obtained by this model is 631.8 ke.548

Figure 5c shows the relative error of the total cost obtained from SCSUC549

with respect to SCSUC+FD. In this figure we can observe that the total cost550

obtained by SCSUC+FD model is smaller than that obtained from SCSUC551

model in 83% of the considered days. This result indicates that considering552

a small number of scenarios for modeling the pre-contingency frequency in553

the scheduling model is enough to achieve a reduction of the expected costs554

in most of the days. The expected unserved demand is represented in Figure555

5b. The average unserved demand obtained by the SCSUC+FD model is556

2.3 MWh, that is 85% smaller than that resulting from using the SCSUC557

model. Figure 5d depicts the variation of the expected unserved demand558

of SCSUC with respect to SCSUC+FD. From this figure we can conclude559

that the unserved demand resulting from the SCSUC+FD model is always560
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smaller than that obtained from the SCSUC model.561
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Figure 5: One-year results

Figure 6 provides the computational performance of the solution proce-562

dure described in Section 3.3 for the one-year case study. Figure 6a shows563

the number of iterations needed to obtain the optimal solution. Observe that564

in 361 of the 365 days of the year only two iterations are needed to obtain a565

solution satisfying the pre-fixed tolerance. On the other hand, 3 days need566
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3 iterations and only one day requires 4 iterations. Figure 6b represents the567

solution time needed by each iteration in each day. Observe that the aver-568

age solution times obtained by iterations 1, 2, 3 and 4 are 17, 104, 345 and569

106 seconds, respectively. Observe that these solution times are reasonable570

for a daily operation problem as the one analyzed in this paper. Table 3571

provides the number of constraints and number of continuous and binary572

variables of SCSUC+FD in each iteration of the solution procedure. It must573

be stressed that the number of binary variables remains constant as the it-574

eration counter grows. This causes that the solution times be reasonable for575

a day-ahead scheduling, as shown in Figure 6b.
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Figure 6: Computational performance

Table 3: Computational size

Iteration

1 2 3 4

Constraints (×103) 177.9 233.5 289.3 344.9

Continuous variables (×103) 68.9 80.6 92.4 104.2

Binary variables 576 576 576 576

576
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5. Conclusions577

In this paper, the influence of the variability of the steady-state pre-578

contingency frequency in the day-ahead energy and reserve scheduling of579

small-size power systems has been analyzed. For this purpose, a security-580

constrained stochastic unit commitment model that considers steady-state581

frequency variations and PFC has been proposed. This model is formulated582

as a two-stage stochastic programming problem in which demand, renew-583

able power availability and frequency variations are characterized as random584

variables. The application of the proposed model is of special interest for585

small-size power systems and provides the day-ahead energy and reserve ca-586

pacity schedules.587

The case study shows the impact of experiencing off-nominal frequency588

values on the day-ahead market scheduling. In particular, the numerical re-589

sults suggest that modeling frequency fluctuations using a small number of590

scenarios in the day-ahead market reduces significantly the unserved demand591

after contingency at the expense of a more expensive schedule of energy and592

spinning reserve capacities. In this sense, the one-year simulation performed593

in the Lanzarote-Fuerteventura power system states that the unserved de-594

mand after contingency is reduced 85% if the proposed model is used. Addi-595

tionally, the out-of-sample analysis shows that the probability of experiencing596

high frequency deviations is much smaller if the proposed formulation is used.597
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